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Frequently sung across many denominations on Reformation
Sunday, “A Mighty Fortress Is Our God” was composed by Martin
Luther between 1527 and 1529. There was some dispute for a time
about whether Luther composed both text and melody, but historians
have proven over time that he did, indeed, compose both elements of
this well-loved hymn.
 
A Roman Catholic monk, Luther’s study led him to believe that there
was too much corruption in the church. He set out to reflect on, and
write about, the changes he felt were necessary for all those who
would (eventually) call themselves Christians. On October 31, 1517, he
posted his famous 95 theses on the door of the church at Wittenberg,
leading to his separation with Rome in 1521 when he refused to
retract what he said. Today, Martin Luther is recognized as the leader
of the German Reformation.

In addition to having skills as a writer, translator and preacher, Luther
was an amateur musician. His thirty-seven hymns stand alongside his
theological writings, and his translation of the Bible into German (at
the time, writing it in “plain language for plain people”) all stand as
testaments to his creativity and intellect.
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Hymn of the Week
Luther’s most famous hymn, by far, is “Mighty Fortress.” Based on Psalm
46, the hymn is a celebration of the sovereign power of God over all
earthly and spiritual forces, and of the sure hope we have in God because
of Jesus. The hymn became closely associated with Luther himself, as it
embodied so much of the character of its author--boldness, confidence,
defiance in the face of opposition--in its words and melody.
 
I think just about everyone reading this has probably sung “A Mighty
Fortress Is Our God,” several times. When we see it in the bulletin and
know our annual celebration of the Reformation is at hand, and
this hymn will be sung, how does it makes us feel? Excited? Emboldened?
Thoughtful?
 
What are your favorite lyrics? Personally, I take solace in “Our helper he,
amid the flood of mortal ills prevailing.” God is WITH us! Guiding us,
helping us, lifting us up from (and in spite of) the trials of the
world!

It goes without saying (partly because we hear it everywhere we turn
lately), but this time of pandemic and quarantine is a time of challenge
and sacrifice for ALL of us. It is easy to get bogged down, tired and sad,
watch too much news or scroll through too much social media; but God
is with us… God will help us. Trusting in the grace of God might just get
us through this. We may not always understand, we may not even like it
all that much. But God will show us the way and, if we want to be led,
God will lead us along that path. Thanks be to God.
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